Join us for the 2022 Hack Warz®@PCDC
Saturday April 9th
No matter what
your skill level
is, Hack Warz®
is a great event
to test your
skills and have
a blast!

What is Hack Warz?
Life Cycle Engineering’s Hack Warz® is a capture-the-flag event. It's intended to help participants
learn about security while also helping cybersecurity professionals hone their skills. The event
was designed to be FUN and stretch the competitors' security muscle! Competitors have several
systems to compromise and gain valuable tokens (flags) for points. Tokens are valued by difficulty
and skillset required.

How does the competition work?
The event is comprised of a virtual private network of vulnerable instances that have tokens
(flags) to be found. Competitors can find tokens if they follow any standard penetration testing
methodology. As competitors go through the pen testing phases (Planning, Discovery, Exploitation,
Reporting), they will find tokens for points. Setting up the competition in this way reinforces the
idea of following a structured process for a successful pen test. Teams receive three bastion
hosts, one for each competitor. The hosts have all the tools they will need to compete. Rules of
engagement are provided which explain what competitors are and are not allowed to do in the
competition. Failure to follow the rules of engagement will disqualify the team from winning or
competing in future events.

How does scoring work?
Life Cycle Engineering created a scoring engine that allows competitors to enter a token (15 or 16
digit hexadecimal number) to gain points. These tokens are found in the compromised systems.
Some are easy to find. Finding others requires more work and carries a bigger point reward.

Teams:
Each college can submit one team of up to three individuals. Teams need to complete the
application form and return it no later than March 25th, 2022.

Application:

Fill out your application and

Team Name:

submit the form to
hackwarz@LCE.com
Be sure to bring your own laptop

Team Member 1:

with a Remote Desktop and SSH
client installed.
The winning team will receive

e-mail:

prizes, bragging rights, and a
killer trophy.

When:
Saturday, April 9th, 2022

Team Member 2:
e-mail:

Time:
8:30 am – 3:30 pm

Schedule:

Team Member 3:

8:30-8:50 am Hack Warz
participants continuity check,
8:50-9:00 am Opening Ceremony,

e-mail:

9:00 am - 2:30 pm Competition

Location:
Exchange Park

College:

9850 Highway 78, Ladson, SC
29456

Questions?

Captain Name and e-mail:

Call us at (843) 744-7110 x.7264

Captain Phone Number:
Date

